
Indoor 360° Wi-Fi IP camera Gosund IPC2 3MP Ref: 6972391287701
Indoor 360° Wi-Fi IP camera Gosund IPC2 3MP

Gosund IPC2 3MP rotating indoor Wi-Fi camera
Boost the level of security in your home. The Gosund IPC2 indoor camera provides high quality images both day and night, and can also
rotate horizontally and vertically. This ensures that you have every nook and cranny under control! The device also detects motion and
sound - if something happens, you'll get an instant notification on your phone. The product is also compatible with the Tuya ecosystem,
as well as with Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa voice assistants.
 
Facilitated communication
The camera is equipped with a speaker and a microphone, allowing 2-way audio transmission. With its help, you can, for example, deliver
a message to the rest of the household at any time, greet guests who have come for an unannounced visit or tell the courier where he
should leave a package.
 
Keep your hand on the pulse
Have confidence that your home is safe and secure. The camera has a built-in motion sensor - if someone comes within its range, you'll
immediately get a notification on your phone. The device can also detect sounds, such as a baby crying, for example - you'll be instantly
informed of such situations as well. This will give you time to react accordingly!
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High image quality
With Gosund IPC2 you will  not  miss any detail.  The camera offers  a resolution of  2560x1440 and supports  WDR technology,  so it  can
provide clear, detail-saturated images and vivid, natural colors. The device is also equipped with 4 850 nm infrared light beads, which
enable high quality video even at night.
 
Additional capabilities
The camera allows you to store saved videos in 2 ways - on a TF card with a capacity of up to 256 GB or in the cloud. It is also compatible
with  the  Tuya Smart  app and with  voice  assistants  such  as  Amazon Alexa  and Google  Assistant.  This  makes  its  operation  even more
convenient!  There's  also a special  privacy mode -  for  example,  you can turn it  on when you're at  home and don't  want the device to
record you.
 
 
ManufacturerGosundModelIPC2Resolution2560x1440LensFocal  length:  4  mm;  Aperture:  F2.0;Field  of  view  (FOV)100,3°2-way
audioYesMicrophoneTakSpeakerTakNight visionIR-CUT, automatic switchingNight vision range8-10 mWireless connectivity2.4 GHz Wi-Fi
IEEE 802.11 b/g/nMotion sensorTakSignal-to-noise ratio (microphone)≥ 58 dBMicrophone sensitivity-36 dB ±2 dBSupported TF cardsUp to
256  GBCloud  file  storageOptionalCompatibilityTuya  Smart,  Amazon  Alexa,  Google  AssistantPower  portDC  3.5mmPower  supply5
VOperating temperatureFrom -10°C to 50°COperating ambient humidity< 95%, no condensationDimensions107 x 77 mm

Preço:

Antes: € 30.996

Agora: € 28.50

Casa inteligente, Others
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